
Personal development coach & motivational speaker, Victor Sosanya works with
students to break down limitations, restore vision and accelerate their growth.
He mentors with passion, driving individuals to achieve an abundance of success
not just in their academia but career, relationships and health. 

Growing up in an environment surrounded by violence, drugs and low aspiration
Victor managed to push aside challenges and achieve 8 A*’s/A grades at GCSE.
He carried on this determination to Sixth Form attaining 3 A’s at A-level and was
awarded a full scholarship sponsored by an investment bank to attend the
University of Warwick. 

He spent his summers interning in London city at multi-billion pound companies
in finance, technology and accounting industries. Firms he worked at includes
PwC, BDO, Synechron and Credit Suisse. This summer 2021 he will be
completing another internship in the Sales & Trading division at Credit Suisse. 

Most recently, Victor was recognised as the 9th Top Future Leader, an annual
award celebrating the 150 most outstanding African and African Caribbean
students in the UK. He doesn't just excel in school but in business which allowed
Victor to train hundreds of individuals to build credible personal brands and
leverage them for life-changing opportunities. After being invited to speak at
large conferences, workshops and schools, his servanthood was further
recognised as he was awarded GEN’Zer of the month for April 2021. 

When not speaking or training, Victor can be found singing along to gospel
music, watching the latest Netflix series and running various side-hustles. 
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LET VICTOR ADD VALUE TO YOUR
STUDENTS!

Whether it's a weekday or weekend,
Victor is passionate about accelerating
the personal development of students. 

He understands the challenges and
setbacks students face. Through

personal development, Victor escaped
the feeling of inadequacy and has gone
to achieve great success. Through talks
and workshops, he trains others to do

the same. 



I feel so enriched! Victor is truly a wise and ambitious individual who wants to
see everyone succeed in life. Whether you are a student or teacher, you are

not an exception.

I genuinely feel he is one of the few young people that is really going to make a
change.

Stephanie Lartey, Doceo Tuition

Personal Development 
Mental health & Well-
being
Motivation & Inspiration 
Time Management 
Entrepreneurship
University & Career
Preparation 
Execution 
Confidence & Self-Belief 
Lifestyle and Life Choices
Tackling Stereotypes

Victor represented 5
sports teams whilst at
secondary school
Victor achieved 7 A*s at
GCSE and 3 A's at A level  
Victor created a clothing
brand at the age of 14  
Victor is Nigerian 
Victor has completed 5
internships 
Victor grew up in a single
parent household  

WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY

KEY FACTS TOPICS
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Alex Ugoh, Student

Victor tenacity and passion for breaking down ‘limitations’, not standing still,
conserving your time all shone through...

Deborah Smith, Warwick Enterprise 

Spoke to students about personal
branding, time management and 

being authentic. 

Spoke to students about cultivating a
winners mindset, drawing on their
passions and staying motivated. 

Spoke to year 9 students on how to be
more effective at school, improve their
grades and obtain what they deserve.


